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Background – The concept of combining UTS and CAT has been studied several times over the past 30 

years. Early studies in the 1990s were focused on combining the two systems. More recent studies in 

2007-2009 were focused on the formation of a Regional Transit Authority (RTA). UTS and JAUNT could 

participate in an RTA in varying degrees, from board membership to participating as a recipient or 

provider of services.  

Possible reasons why the County would or would not be interested – The county subsidizes CAT based 

on hours of service of routes that pass into the county. As the urban/growth area expands into the 

county, the county wants/needs to identify new ways to fund the associated increase in service.  

Possible reasons why the City would or would not be interested – After federal and state capital and 

operating subsidies, the city is the largest provider of transit funds for CAT. Some of those operating 

subsidies are based, in part, on operating costs and passenger counts. UTS carries more passengers (3M 

versus 2M) and has about the same operating costs ($4.5M), so combining the numbers could increase 

subsidies. Also, should any form of combined system be created, the City could realize in-kind value in 

the significant capital assets they have developed. 

Why the University would or would not be interested – Federal subsidies can provide over 90% of the 

cost of rolling stock and capital facilities. State funding offers additional subsidies. However, there are 

strict restrictions on federally and state funded efforts which include, but are not limited to, the inability 

to operate charters with subsidized resources, the inability to use subsidy funds for parking lot shuttles, 

the need for a public process for route changes, and strict ratio and life span requirements that would 

increase cost. The loss of control and flexibility over University service levels under an Authority or 

combined system would compromise our transportation system. Multiple jurisdictions with differing 

goals serving on an oversight board reacting to service levels could be cumbersome and slow. 

Enabling and Funding – To form and fund an RTA, legislation must be passed to enable the formation 

and to provide funding, most commonly through various regional taxes. During the last look at this issue, 

legislation was passed (but is now expired) to enable the formation of an RTA in our area. However, the 

accompanying funding legislation did not pass. Notably, in 2008, funding legislation passed for the 

Northern Virginia Transit Authority (NVTA). However, it was quickly ruled unconstitutional and the NVTA 

had to refund the $13M that had been collected. 

Collaborating versus Combining - CAT and UTS have radically different demographics and goals. UTS 

exists to support the land-use goals at the university and the programmatic needs of the university. CAT 

is the federally and state funded provider of public transit in our region. Previous looks at this question 

have led to increased collaboration rather than combining services. Significant examples of this include 

CAT redeploying resources from Rugby Road, Grady Avenue, and North Grounds, the resulting reciprocal 

ridership program, and joint marketing and training. 

Reciprocal Ridership – As of 2008, a UVA ID is valid in lieu of the fare on CAT buses. The FY16 UTS 

subsidy to CAT for this is approximately $180K. UVA provides an additional $55K to support the Trolley. 

UVA ridership on CAT has increased every year and now represents 18% of CAT boardings on non-

Trolley routes.  

Happening Now – Chip Boyle from the TJPDC is standing by ready to lead an updated look at RTA should 

the city/county and/or MPO Board ask him.  
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Bottom Line – In all previous studies, operating and capital cost comparisons demonstrate that UVA is 

providing responsive and dedicated levels of service for students, staff, faculty, and the Medical Center, 

at a lower cost than could be achieved in a combined system or in an RTA. In a government subsidized 

system, charters would have to be provided with assets maintained separately from a government 

subsidized system, further increasing costs. The reciprocal ridership program is highly successful, 

allowing CAT to concentrate resources elsewhere while UTS becomes the public provider while at the 

same time, providing fare free rides on CAT system for UVA affiliates. There are additional opportunities 

for increasing collaboration, including additional UVA support for routes that would not otherwise 

directly connect to UVA (including the county’s Route 5 which serves the heart of the Jack Jouett 

district). At this time, we would recommend increased collaboration in lieu of combining. 


